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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this report is to illustrate a method for conducting combat simulation studies of light weapons systems using Battlefield Related Evaluation and Analysis of Concepts and Hardware (BREACH) computer language. The program was initially funded during FY78 from the Light Weapon Tech Area of Project AH19 under Trade-off Analysis/Urban Warfare'Weapons. The original program objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of existing, developmental, or conceptual small arms weapons in an urban environment. During FY79 funding was received from the same technical area, but for more generalized systems analysis support of light weapons projects. This explains why the report emphasizes urban warfare simulations. During late FY78, a small amount of additional funding was received from the Battlefield Systems Integration Directorate, DARCOM, and a contract was let with the TIT Research Institue for conducting the "BREACH Orientation Workshop" at ARRADCOM.
Simulation studies are appropriate when a system is stochastic (i.e., part of the response is random in nature) or when straight forward mathematical methods fail due to equation complexity introduced by the various interactions of the parameters. In establishing a computer simulation model there is a tendency to attempt to incorporate too much detail in the belief that the more detail, the more realistic the model. However, the more detail there is the more problem areas there are. These include:
Time and effort must be devoted to the observation of the preliminary characteristics of the system. The programming and debugging effort must be increased.
The program running time and cost must be expanded.
In the attempt to construct combat models for light weapons analysis, the concept of a single, all encompassing model was rejected. Past efforts at constructing large, complex small arms models have led to either failure or dissatisfaction with the results. Rather, the concept of writing simple and responsive simulation models that incorporate the parameters of interest was selected. BREACH is ammenable to this concept since it is a language which facilitates model building and since its complexity is determined by the model builder. A search was conducted of the existing programming languages and programs that are appropriate to the task of small arms weapon system evaluation. BREACH was eventually selected because of its history of applications and acceptance and usage throughout the Defense community.
BREACH

Background
BREACH is a high resolution combat simulation and weapons systems analysis computer language. A general purpose language, it has been used by all the Services. Diverse applications have included mine, armored assault, electronic warfare, and urban warfare studies.
Actually, the language in its present form has evolved over nine versions during a period of almost 10 years. Original versions were produced for what is now MERADCOM for vehicle and minefield studies. Version 5 was produced for the Navy and Marine Corps for analyzing underwater mines. Version 6 added enhancements for studies of GATOR and ADAM mine systems. Version 7 was the first well-documented version with a Users, Analysts, and Programmers Manual published by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions Effectiveness (JTCG/ME) (ref [1] [2] [3] . It should be noted that up through Version 7, BREACH was directed toward mine studies. Unfortunately, the command syntax of BREACH reflected this in the sense that BREACH was a general purpose language with misleading mine-oriented syntax.
This problem became much less apparent with subsequent Versions of BREACH. Version 8 was produced for the US Air Force (Eglin AFB) and offered some additional, minor enhancements. These included: continuation cards, text output, improved detection routines, and added flexibility in vehicle maneuvering (ref 4, 5) . Version 9 was the last major version of BREACH; and was produced for what was then the US Army Electonic Command, Fort Monmouth. At this point, BREACH became known as BREWS, which stands for Battlefield Related Electronic Warfare Simulation. Version 9 contained numerous, significant enhancements including: continuous terrain considerations, improved detection routines with line of sight capability, missile trajectory subroutines, and consideration of different kill levels (suppression, firepower, mobility and total) (ref [6] [7] [8] .
BREACH, up through Version 7, was written for use on the Control Data Corporation (CDC) 6500/6600 series computers. Versions 8 and 9 were written for the Univac 1108 series of computers. Unfortunately, Versions 8 and 9 are not compatible with CDC computers. ARRADCOM primarily employs the CDC 6500/6600 computer series, except for a Univac machine at the CSL, Edgewood site. The Management Information Systems Directorate (MISD) had to therefore convert Version 8 to the CDC system. Verson 9, however, which is considerably more complex, would require a major effort for conversion. All BREACH modeling performed at the Dover site, ARRADCOM, was performed primarily with Version 7 and recently with Version 8.
The Language
The BREACH language is divided into three major phases: Executive, Control, and Input. The Input Phase is further subdivided into six minor phases: Environment, Object, Emplacement, Neutralization Device, Detection, and Vehicle. All coding in BREACH is done in a command format with optional parameter strings associated with the command. The language is based upon FORTRAN subroutines which are accessed and exercised via the BREACH commands.
The Executive Phase is the action part of the language which drives the simulation. Sample commands are listed below:
PATH: Builds table of events along a specified path.
MOVE: Moves vehicle along path.
DELIVER: Delivers neutralization devices (munitions).
LOCATE: Locates objects, vehicles and/or points on the map. FIRE: Describes a direct or indirect firing table of times, distances, hit points, and probabilities of kill.
The Control Phase applies to all the other phases, and is of interest primarily to the programmer. It includes such general areas as file manipulation, I/O information control, central processor unit (CPU) time monitor, and random number generator seeding.
As mentioned previously, the Input Phase is subdivided into six minor phases, the first of which is the Environment Phase which may be thought of simply as "the map." It is primarily terrain description through which one may control detection, visibility, mobility, and elevation.
The Object Phase includes description of the characteristics of stationary objects and obstacles. Objects may be either active or passive. An example of an active object would be a mine; a passive object would be a building or a barrier.
The Emplacement Phase defines the emplacement of stationary objects either one-by-one or according to statistical distributions. The Detection Phase describes both visual and analytic detection. Visual detection, as the name implies, characterizes the effectiveness of human (or animal) detection. Analytic detection describes and specifies the effectiveness of detectors having an analytically expressable probability of detection.
The final, minor phase of Input is the Vehicle Phase. This Phase is used to describe all moving objects-both mechanical and humanand their associated vulnerability/lethality.
STATIC DUEL Background and Methodology
A two-sided static duel between an M16 rifle and Squad Automatic Weapon (SAW) in an urban environment was constructed using BREACH. The primary purpose of this effort was to initiate our urban warfare modeling. The secondary purpose was to construct a moderately complex BREACH computer model which could be compared to a known analytical solution.
Scenario
The scenario analyzed was as follows: an attacking soldier (Blue) employing the SAW weapon is located in the street. The SAW is bipod mounted and is fired in five round bursts, A defending soldier (Red) is located within a building 100 meters away. Red employs an M16 rifle which is fired in three round bursts from the prone position. Red initiates the engagement by firing two bursts within 10 seconds, with Blue then returning fire. The firing sequences then alternates between attacker and defender with a burst fired every Ih seconds (fig 1) . Both Red and Blue are partially obscured; therefore, an upper torso target is presented to both firers. A hit probability for Blue and Red was calculated using the MAGUN Computer program (ref 9) based on weapon, firing mode, number of rounds per burst, range, and target presented area. Red's probability of hitting Blue (P(R)) at least once per burst is 0.10, and conversely P(B) is 0.24. Projectile time-of flighs were considered for dual kills. For simplicity, since both systems were assumed to employ the same cartridge (XM777), incapacitation probabilities were not considered.
A hit was assumed to be a kill and the engagement was terminated when a hit occured. A plot of Red's probability of being killed versus replication numer is shown in figure 2.
Validation
After constructing and exercising the simple duel, it was felt that validation of the BREACH model was necessary before proceeding with more complex analysis. Recognizing that this particular duel reduces to a Markov process where each event depends upon the outcome of the preceeding event, a validation procedure was suggested by Groves (ref 10) for fixed, or nonrandom, rate-of-fire duels. However, the procedure was modified to account for the nonrepetiveness of the first firing cycle (i.e. Red fires upon Blue twice before Blue can return fire). Using the following notation: The following equations illustrate the probability of Blue winning the duel:
Recalling that Red fires twice before Blue returns fire. Blue's first shot is actually the third shot of the duel. A BREACH computer model was written to simulate the tank engagement with the following input variables: individual tank hit probabilities, maximum number of tank rounds, time between rounds, and delay time of first firing event. The probability of N being killed P(N) was used as the measure of record.
Four representative cases of the tank duel were investigated using both the BREACH computer model and analytical solutions. Using the BREACH model, each case was replicated one hundred times. A summary of the input variables and results for the four cases are summarized in table 1.
Representative analytical solutions to the two tank engagements investigated are as follows:
For case II the probability that N is killed is equal to the probability that N is killed by M' (0.10) plus the probability that N is killed by M (0.99) (0.09)). This probability is equal to 0.1891 (0.10+(0.99)(0.09).
For case III the probability that N is killed is equal to 1 minus the probability that N survives the four shots from M' ((0.90) ) plus the probability that M survives ((0.30) 8 ) times the probability that M kills N(0.99). This probability is equal to 0. 
DYNAMIC ASSAULT MODEL Background
This assault model is a dynamic simulation of a two-sided engagement. This model was constructed to illustrate the capabilities of a BREACH computer simulation model. While an urban warfare combat scenario was selected as an example, one can also apply this modeling approach to most types of high-resolution combat scenarios.
The dynamic assault model highlights the major featrues of the BREACH language. BREACH'S structure and subroutines enable the programmer to model and modify his simulation with less coding and greater ease.
The scenario of the model is as follows: A defender (Red) located on the roof of a two-story building is assaulted by three attackers (Blue). The attackers use fire and movement for their assault. The defender first fires on the moving attacker and, after a suitable delay (10 sec) for target acquisition, the two stationary attackers engage the defender. This sequence is repeated until either the defender is killed or two (of three) blue attackers are killed ( fig 5) .
In this study the effect of varying the defenders weapon was investigated. In case 1 the defender uses the M16 rifle, firing a threeround burst from the prone position. In case 2 the defender fires a five-round burst using a SAW with a bipod mount. The two blue cover men fire three-round bursts from the M16 rifle in the prone position. Since both the Red defender and the moving Blue attacker are partially obscured, an upper torso target is assumed. -Dynamic hit probability calculations. Using BREACH'S Weapon and Effect Commands, a hit probability versus range curve is generated. This is an exponential decay hit probability curve.
-Map Construction. A basic map with a grid system was constructed. BREACH facilitates the creation and placement of such items as buildings, streets, obstacles, and soldiers. A soldier can be moved from obstacle to obstacle by use of the MOVE command. The BREACH program keeps a record of the individual soldier's status, location, and time.
-Model Clock. Clock time is maintained by the BREACH program allowing the analyst/programmer to compare ending times for firing events and to set status and counters based on event outcome clock times.
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Results
The results of this two-case study are summarized in table 2. Analyzing these results, one can state that the defender with the SAW has the following advantages over the defender with the M16 rifle:
1. The survivability probability increases from 42% to 50%.
The attackers are stopped at a farther range (418 vs 362 m) within a shorter time period (44 vs 75 sec).
Based on the very limited number of replications, the defender's ammunition expenditure is identical for the two cases when the defender survives.
In conclusion, the dynamic assault model is operable and capable of evaluating the effectiveness of individual small caliber weapons and weapon mixes in both the defensive and assault modes.
CONCLUSIONS
The BREACH simulation language exemplifies a modeling philosophy applicable to most types of weapon systems analysis studies requiring high-resolution combat scenarios. BREACH simulations offer the potential for analyzing the effectiveness of existing, developmental, or conceptual weapon systems in virtually any environment. Consideration should be given within ARRADCOM to obtaining the latest version of the BREACH language and making it compatible with our existing computers. 
APPENDIX BREACH CODE FOR STATIC DUELS
The BREACH programming code for static duel simulation is shown in figure A-l. This coding is included to illustrate the commands in a BREACH combat simulation model. This coding does not show the full capability of the BREACH language due to the simplicity of the model simulated, nor is this coding example presented as an illustration of perfect BREACH programming technique. It is included so that the reader may become acquainted with the structure and commands.
A description of the scenario of the model was included in the static duel section of the report. A flowchart showing the logic of the static dual is included in figure A-2. The main coding effort was directed at keeping track of firing sequences and the combatant's status. Time-of-flight was considered to allow for the possibility of duel kills.
The BREACH program language is based on a file, or program segment system, as described in the BREACH section of the report. The control deck for the static duel on the CDC 6600 is shown in figure A-3 A brief description of the static duel code is as follows: Statements 130 to ISO set up a one-cell map 100 meters square. The MOBILI, BREACH and VEGETA parameters are required by the BREACH environment phase; however, they are not used in the static duel model. Therefore, the statements listed 160 to 250 are included with dummy parameters. The combatants are described in statements 260 to 410. The parameter list following the MACHINE command corresponds to such dimensions as width, length, height, weight, etc. The WIDTH and VULNERABILITY commands specify the vehicle vulnerability zones and action level in each vulnerability zone to damage the vehicle. Again these commands are required by BREACH CVehicle Phase) but not used by the static model. The I Command, for inventory, sets the combatants name and total number in the program. The above statements are on file 14 and are executed only once for a program run.
The PATH command (line 450) on file 29 generates a path using the coordinates given and builds an event table which contains geographical information as well as firing event and mine encounter events. The FIRE command describes a direct or indirect firing table of times, distances, hit points, and probabilities of kill. In line 460 Blues fire table is set up. There are 10 firing events starting at time F10 uniformally distributed between F6 and F7 with a probability F2 against RED. The MOVE command moves a vehicle along a path as defined by a PATH command. In line 480 RED number 1 is moved on path with a velocity of 0.03 meters per second with the fire table BLUEKILL and REDKILL in effect.
The remaining commands in the static duel code are FORTRAN-like in syntax. For example, GOTO skips down to the referenced label before resuming execution. SETF sets the referenced flag with the listed value. SETF can also be used to perform mathematical operations. For example, in-line 810 MD (AN EXEC USER Cell) is set to 1. By using the user cells such as MD, ME, and MM, one can obtain moving averages via the SUBTOTALS command for multiple replications.
This static duel coding shows how easily BREACH coding may be changed for different input parameters and/or scenarios. Through the use of the file system in BREACH, sections of a simulation program can be modified independently. 
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